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ABSTRACT 

In this study, 2-parameter cosh window is modified to improve its spectral characteristic in terms of the ripple ratio by 
proposing a new additional parameter. It is observed that an increase in the new parameter results in wider mainlobe 
width and smaller ripple ratio. By choosing the suitable combinations of the two adjustable parameters for the proposed 
modified window, the optimum windows that yield the minimum ripple ratio for N=51 and N=101 are .found. Simulation 
results show that the filters designed by proposed 3-parameter Cosh window provide higher quality in terms of the 
minimum stop-band attenuation for a fixed order, and yield lower order for a fix minimum stop-band attenuation compared 

to the filters designed by other windows. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Digital filters are the most important and frequently used elements in digital signal processing applications. These are 
classified as finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters based on the duration of their impulse 
response. Both of these filters have advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, neither of them can be considered as best 
for all situations. The advantages of FIR filter are that these are most popular, always stable and these have linear phase 
but it has a disadvantage of FIR filters over IIR filters which is their implementation complexity in case the filter order is 
very large. The implementation of FIR filters with nonrecursive techniques guarantees stability [1]. 

A more comprehensive view of the truncation and smoothing operations is in terms of window functions (or windows for 
short). Windows are frequently compared and classified in terms of their spectral characteristics. Window functions are 
widely used for different applications of Digital Signal processing such as signal analysis, signal estimation, Digital filter 
design and speech processing [1]-[2]. Number  of windows has been proposed for different applications [3]-[6]. They are 
having the suboptimal solutions and depending upon the applications. Due to their flexibility properties, the adjustable 
windows such as Kaiser and Dolph-Chebyshev windows are very attractive in signal processing applications. Cosh 
window [6], is a two-parameter window, and achieves better sidelobe characteristic than Kaiser and Dolph-Chebyshev 
windows by adjusting its two independent parameters, namely the window length and the adjustable shape parameter. 

The most popular windows for designing filters are ultraspherical [3], Kaiser [5], Saramaki [9], and DolphChebyshev [8], 
recently cosh [10], Exponential [11] and Modified Kaiser window [12]. The adjustable windows except the ultraspherical 
window have two parameters. 

It is investigated in [3] that the ultraspherical window family provides the highest minimum stop-band attenuation for a 
given fixed filter length and yields the lowest filter length to satisfy the given stop-band attenuation as compared to the 
windows in literature.  

Note that if N denotes the filter length, then the filter order is defined as N-l.  

The far-end stop-band attenuation is very important parameter when the filter is designed for the speech processing and 
sub-band coding and this parameter should be more so that energy leak from one band to another band could be 
minimum [7]. FIR filter designed by Kaiser window has a better far-end stop-band attenuation than filter designed by the 
other previously well known adjustable windows such as Dolph-Chebyshev and Saramaki, which are special cases of 
Ultraspherical window, but obtaining a digital filter which performs higher far-end stop-band attenuation than Kaiser 
window will be useful. So in this paper nonrecursive digital FIR filter design by 3-parameter Cosh window is proposed 
which provides better far-end stop-band attenuation than filter designed by well known Kaiser window which is the figure 
of merit. 

  

2-parameter Cosh window is modified by introducing third parameter so as to provide a more flexible and useful window 
family for designing higher quality nonrecursive digital filters in terms of the minimum 

stopband attenuation, low filter order and more far-end stopband attenuation. 

 2 DIFFERENT WINDOWS 

2.1 KAISER WINDOW 

The window function for Kaiser window is expressed as 

 

wmk  n   =   
 I0 αmk  1− 

2n

N−1
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2
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2.2 COSH WINDOW 

Cosh window is defined by [6]: 

 

𝑤 𝑛 =

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ  𝛼 1 −  
2𝑛

𝑁 − 1
 

2

 

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝛼 
; 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ (𝑁 − 1)     (2) 

                                     

where αc and N are the adjustable parameters to control the window spectrum in terms of the ripple ratio and mainlobe 
width. In [6], it is shown that for a fixed window length and mainlobe width, cosh window performs better sidelobe roll-off 
ratio but worse ripple ratio compared to Kaiser window. 
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2.3 MODIFIED COSH WINDOW 

By introducing the third parameter, ρmc in 2-parameter Cosh window, the 3-parameter Cosh window can be obtained 

which is defined as[13-14] 

 

𝑤 𝑛 =
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2
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𝜌

;   0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ (𝑁 − 1)  (3)  

    

Note that ρmc =0 and ρmc=1 correspond to the Rectangular and 2-parameter Cosh window, respectively. 

When the shape characteristic of  [cosh (X)ρmc  ] in 3- parameter Cosh window) is compared with cosh(x) (used in 2-
parameter Cosh window) and Io(x) (used  in Kaiser window ), then it is found that the shape characteristics of function 
cosh(x)  ρmc , cosh(x), exp(x) and Io(x) are same. The simulation of shape  characteristics of these functions are shown in 
Fig. 1 Therefore, 3-parameter Exponential window can be proposed as (I). 

Having three parameters makes the modified cosh window more flexible compared to 2-parameter cosh window. 

2.4 EXPONENTIAL WINDOW 
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2.5 ULTRASPHERICAL WINDOW  

The coefficients of the ultraspherical window can be calculated as [5]. 
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 3. WINDOW METHOD FOR FIR FILTER   DESIGNED BY PROPOSED WINDOW 

A window w(nT) with a length of N is nonzero for 

 𝑛 ≤
𝑵−1

2
 and zero for otherwise [2]. The impulse 

response of a realizable non casual filter using a window is obtained as[14]: 

 

ℎ𝑛𝑐  𝑛𝑇 = 𝑤 𝑛𝑇 ℎ𝑖𝑑  𝑛𝑇                                  ( 6) 

 

Whereℎ𝑖𝑑  𝑛𝑇 is the infinite duration impulse response of the ideal filter. For a low pass filter with a cut off frequency, ω 

and sampling frequency, ωs, it can be found as [2]. 
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          (7)       

 

Delaying the noncasual impulse response hne(nT) by a period (N-I )/2, a casual filter can be obtained as 
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   ℎ 𝑛𝑇 = ℎ𝑛𝑐   𝑛 −
𝑁−𝑖

2
 𝑇 ;  0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1      (8)     

The transition width (t.w) and cut-off frequency for the given passband (𝜔𝑝   ) and stopband (𝜔𝑠𝑡 ) frequencies, are defmed 

by 

 

∆𝜔 = 𝜔𝑠𝑡 − 𝜔𝑝                                            (9)   

 

Fig 1Similar Basis Functions of Several Windows 

From the above graph, it is clearly visible that all the above window functions have the same shape characteristics. 

By considering the same shape characteristics of all the above window functions Hyperbolic Cosine and Exponential 
functions are proposed to be considered as window functions. 

 

Fig. 2 General Window Function 

Form the above figure[7,8], 

(i) Ripple Ratio = Maximum side lobe amplitude - Main lobe amplitude = S1 db 
(ii) Side lobe Roll off Ratio = Maximum side lobe amplitude - Minimum side lobe amplitude =S1 - SL db 
(iii)  Main lobe width = 2 wr rad/sec 
(iv)  Normalized Main lobe width i.e. D = 2 wr (N-1) rad/sec 

To provide the best filters designed by the 3-parameter Cosh window, it is important to select the optimum values for the 
adjustable parameters ρmc and αmc. The optimum choice for the adjustable parameters means that the obtained filter 

provides the highest minimum stop-band attenuation for the given filter length and cut-off frequency. The adjustable 
parameters to be optimum are selected such that two ripples (including the first one) in stop-band region are equal in 
amplitude. The values for optimum modified cosh window have been calculated by several iterations in MATLAB. 
Optimum modified cosh window has better ripple ratio[13]. 
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The equations for optimum modified cosh window have been derived by varying its shaping parameters α and ρ for the 
same window size empirically. The values have been find out and used to derive equations by using the Curve Fitting Tool 
method. 

The equations are as under[13]: 

R ranging from  -13.26 ≤ R ≤ -60 

For N=51 

αmc = −5.532 × 10−5  𝑅5 − 9.276 × 10−3𝑅3 − 0.531𝑅 − 8.446                                    (10) 

 

ρmc = 2.526 × 10−5𝑅4 + 5.065 × 10−3𝑅3 + 0.38𝑅2 + 12.46𝑅 + 160.1             (11) 

 

For N=101 

 

αmc = −5.098 × 10−5𝑅5 − 9.869 × 10−3𝑅3 − 0.564𝑅 − 9.027                                    12  

 

ρmc =  3.197 × 10−5𝑅4 + 6.353 × 10−3𝑅3 + 0.47𝑅2 + 15.53𝑅 + 193.8              (13) 

 

4. RELATED WORK 

Pankaj Shukla, Vikas Soni and Mithilesh Kumar (2011), had analysed and compared the Modified Cosh window with other 
windows with respect to its spectral characteristics. They have simulated this window for FIR filters designing and find that 
the filters designed by proposed 3-parameter Cosh window provide higher quality in terms of the minimum stopband 
attenuation for a fixed order, and yield lower order for a fix minimum stopband attenuation compared to the filters designed 
by other windows. The proposed Hyperbolic Cosine window for 3-parameters makes more flexible as compared to the 2-
parameters Hyperbolic Cosine window. It gives the better results in terms of minimum stopband attenuation, filter length, 
and far-end stopband attenuation with the optimum choice of the adjustable parameters otherwise the filter designed by 
the proposed window may perform worse results than the filter designed by 2-parameter Cosh window, although it has 
one more parameter. The optimum adjustable parameters which provides the highest minimum stopband attenuation are 
selected such that two ripples (including the first one) in stopband region are equal in amplitude. It is shown that with the 
optimum choices of the adjustable parameters, the 

3-parameter Cosh window provides best filters compared to 2-parameter Cosh window for all transition width. The 
proposed window is compared with the well known windows in literature in terms of the minimum stopband attenuation, 
filter length or filter order and far-end stopband attenuation. The first example demonstrate that the filter designed by the 
proposed window produces the highest minimum stopband attenuation and the highest far-end stopband attenuation 
compared to the filters designed by other windows in literature for a given fix filter length and transition width. The second 
example shows that the required filter length, N, of the filters designed by the proposed window is minimum among other 
adjustable windows in literature. It implies that the best filter  provides the lowest order, N-l, is obtained by the proposed 3- 
parameter Hyperbolic Cosine window that is why the filter   sign by the proposed window may be called as High Quality 
low order filter design.   

K.Avci, A.Nacaroglu (2008), had proposed a new window function based on exponential function. It has been proposed 
that the Exponential window provides better side-lobe roll-off ratio than Kaiser window which is very useful for some 
applications such as beam forming, filter design, and speech processing. They had proposed exponential window function 

for the designing of non-recursive digital  

FIR filters. Digital FIR filter designed by Kaiser window has a better far-end stopband attenuation than filter designed by 
the other previously well known adjustable windows such as Dolph-Chebyshev and Saramaki, which are special cases of 
Ultraspherical windows, but obtaining a digital filter which performs higher far-end stopband attenuation than Kaiser 
window will be useful. It  is seen that the FIR filter designed by proposed window provides the worse minimum stopband 
attenuation but better far end attenuation than filter designed by well known Kaiser Window. The better far end stopband 
attenuation in case of Exponential window shows the figure of merit and it is used for some applications such as sub band 
coding and speech processing [6]. The comparison example compare this proposed window with Kaiser and previously 
proposed Cosh window [9] on the basis of Normalized Transition width D, Filter Length N Design Parameter �, far end 
stopband attenuation and minimum stopband attenuation and shows that the far end stopband attenuation is maximum in 
FIR filters designed by Exponential window than Kaiser and Cosh windows. 

K.Avci, A.Nacaroglu (2008), had proposed a modification in window based on hyperbolic cosine function with introduction 
of third parameter. These parameters which are varied according to the requirements of the spectral characteristics are 
known as shaping parameters.The parameter induced in existing 2-parameter Cosh window is ρ.Now the three shaping 
parameters are N, ρand α. It is observed that an increase in the new parameter results in wider mainlobe width and 
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smaller ripple ratio. By choosing the suitable combinations of the two adjustable parameters for the proposed modified 
window, the optimum windows that yield the minimum ripple ratio for N=51 and N=101 are found As a result of the window 
length comparison with Kaiser and cosh windows, it is observed that the minimum window length required for satisfying a 
given mainlobe width and ripple ratio is obtained by the proposed modified cosh window. As an application, the proposed 
modified cosh window is discussed for the image processing, and compared with Kaiser, Dolph- Chebyshev, Cosh and 
Hamming windows in terms of the ripple ratio and contrast ratio. The simulation results show that using suitable adjustable 
parameters, the proposed modified cosh window can perform good results in terms of the ripple ratio and contrast ratio. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The covered work was done on studying and analyzing the proposed window performance on varying its parameters. It is 
found that an increase in the new parameter results in wider main-lobe width and smaller ripple ratio. The performance is 
counted on the basis of its spectral characteristics which are Ripple ratio, Side-lobe Roll-off ratio and Transition Width. In 
the result and discussion part, various plots are discussed related to modified COSH window function in time and 
frequency domain and its dependence on parameters. Its performance is compared with Cosh and Kaiser Windows w.r.t. 
spectral parameters. Specific values of proposed window parameters which are responsible for changing its shape and 
characteristics are derived for an OPTIMUM MODIFIED COSH WINDOW. To conclude, the results of window length 
comparison with Kaiser and Cosh windows, it is observed that the minimum window length required for satisfying a given 
main-lobe width and ripple ratio is obtained by the proposed modified Cosh window. Since the windows are suboptimal 
solutions, the best window is depending on the applications. 
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